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CORRESPONDENCE 
This department welcomes comments on the policy or contents 
of this journal, corrections of errors in the general literature, 
questions, notices of historical discoveries, and other brief 
communications of general interest to the history of mathematics 
community. 
ANNIVERSARIES AND 100 YEARS AGO 
A Suggestion from Jeffrey H. Baumwell, Whitestone, N.Y. 
"I have two suggestions: (1) Have a section called 50 or 100 
years ago. There are some interesting possibilities here. 
(2) Either annually or every other issue include portraits with a 
featured bibliography." 
Editor's Comment: There are interesting possibilities. Would 
a colleague volunteer to browse through 1875 (or 1925), perhaps 
starting with the abstracting journals, then write a piece on an 
important event or survey the whole year? Would a colleague be 
willing to write a paper on a mathematician whose anniversary 
comes in 1975? If so, enquire first to avoid duplication of 
effort. The first few pages of a recent reference work reveal 
R. Adrain, R.C. Archibald, and W. Bolyai for 1975. Gauss was 
born in 1777. 
************** 
NEWS FROM BRAZIL 
Prof. Ubiratan D'Ambrosio, formerly of the State University 
of New York at Buffalo, is now Director of the Instituto de 
Matemitica, Estatistica, e CiQncia da Computafao of the Univer- 
sidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil. He has agreed to represent 
Brazil on the International Commission on the History of Mathe- 
matics. 
Prof. Rubens Lintz of McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, 
Canada is visiting the Universidade Estadual de Campinas and 
teaching a course on the history of mathematics. 
